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Abstract 

Long terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposons are the dominant feature of higher plant genomes, 

which have a similar life cycle with retrovirus. Previous studies cannot account for all observed 

complex LTR retrotransposon patterns. In this study, we first identified 63 complex LTR 

retrotransposons in rice genome, and most of complex elements harbored flanking target-site 

duplications (TSDs). But these complex elements in which outermost LTRs had not the most 

highly homologous can’t be explained. We propose a new model that the homologous 

recombination of two new different normal LTR retrotransposon elements in the same family 

can occur before their integration to the rice genome. The model can explain at least fourteen 

complex retrotransposons formations. We also find that normal LTR retrotransposons can swap their 

LTRs to generate abnormal LTR retrotransposons in which LTRs are different because of homologous 

recombination before their integration to the genome. 
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Background 

Long terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposons are the main composition of higher plant 

genomes, which are a major reason for plant genome amplification and shrinkage (KUMAR AND 

BENNETZEN 1999; DUPEYRON et al. 2017). The insert/delete activity of LTR retrotransposons is 

key for genome size change and evolution in plant. LTR retrotransposons have a similar process 

of replication to retrovirus(SABOT AND SCHULMAN 2006; SCHULMAN 2013)that they are 

replicated in a “copy and paste” mode via RNA intermediates (FINNEGAN 1989) (Figure 1). The 

two terminals are LTRs that with an internal region in the middle, which may or not contains 

open reading frame (ORF). Insertion of an LTR retrotransposon to the host genome can form a 

new copy which harbors flanking target-site duplications (TSDs). The complex LTR 

retrotransposons which contain three LTRs (LTR1—LTR2—LTR3) had been identified in many 

species (DEVOS et al. 2002; SABOT AND SCHULMAN 2007), but their formation mechanism was 

still unclear.  

Previously, two models had been proposed to account for the origin of the complex 

retrotransposons. But they differ in how and when the retrotransposons were presumed to create. 

Devos (DEVOS et al. 2002) had proposed that unequal intra-strand homologous recombination 

between LTRs of different normal elements that belonging to the same family can create the 

complex LTR retrotransposons, which was the result of genome structural variation and occurred 

after inserting the host genome. While, Sabot (SABOT AND SCHULMAN 2007) suggested another 

model that the complex LTR retrotransposon was inserted by an abnormal template-switching 

during the reverse transcription process and it had formed a new copy before inserting into the 
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host genome. Both models have important implications for exploring the origins and evolution of 

complex LTR retrotransposons. But they can’t account for the origin of these complex elements 

in which outermost LTRs do not harbor the most similarities. Here, we will describe a new 

mechanism to account for the complex LTR retrotransposons formation before their integration 

to the host genome. 

The genus Oryza was an ideal model system to study formation of the complex LTR 

retrotransposons. Oryza sativa genome was sequenced and further effort still continued in order 

to improve the  genome sequence quality (MATSUMOTO et al. 2005).  Furthermore, there have 

been a few detailed studies of LTR retrotransposons in the rice genome(MCCARTHY et al. 2002; 

MA AND BENNETZEN 2004; MA et al. 2004; VITTE et al. 2007; ZUCCOLO et al. 2007; TAKUNO 

AND GAUT 2012). Previous study indicate that LTR retrotransposons are the major component of 

the rice genome(ZUCCOLO et al. 2007), which have a rapidly recent growth and follow with a 

rapidly genomic DNA loss (MA AND BENNETZEN 2004; MA et al. 2004). Many young normal 

LTR retrotransposons were created in rice genome by recent amplification. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Using LTRtype based on Repbase library (JURKA et al. 2005) (Additional file 1) and further 

carefully manual inspection, we clearly identified 63 complex LTR retrotransposons in the rice 

genome (Table 1). A careful analysis of TSDs of available 63 complex elements showed that 45 

complex elements harbored TSDs. It suggested that the origin of two outermost LTRs (LTR1, 

LTR3) belonging to the single elements of the forty-five were from a single insertion event. 
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Moreover, another 18 complex elements did not harbor flanking TSDs, which suggested that 

they were derived from unequal intra-strand homologous recombination in host genome. This is 

consistent with Devos’ study (DEVOS et al. 2002). However, it can’t account for other forty-five 

elements.  

Among the 45 complex elements, twenty-one complex elements’ LTRs were not completely 

lost. These incomplete elements are excluded in the later study. Then, the genetic distances of 

three LTRs (LTR1—LTR2—LTR3) were calculated in each complex LTR retrotransposons of 

these completely elements (Table 1). Their genetic distances were expressed as dLTR1-LTR2, 

dLTR1-LTR3, and dLTR2-LTR3, respectively. The genetic distances of two flanking LTRs (dLTR1-LTR3) 

were the smallest in six elements. It indicated that LTR1 and LTR3 were the most highly 

homologous. These complex elements can be explained by Sabot’s study (SABOT AND 

SCHULMAN 2007). However, some complex elements had different characteristics. dLTR1-LTR3 was 

equal to dLTR1-LTR2 or dLTR2-LTR3 in eight complex LTR retrotransposons. Among them, five 

elements in which dLTR1-LTR3 equaled dLTR1-LTR2 suggested that LTR2 and LTR3 in the single 

element were from a single integration event. Other three elements in which dLTR1-LTR3 equaled 

dLTR2-LTR3 suggested that LTR1 and LTR2 in the single element were from a single integration 

event. Combined with the result of the previous paragraph, we concluded that three LTRs 

(LTR1—LTR2—LTR3) of the single complex element were from a single integration event in 

all eight complex elements. Moreover, in three cases, dLTR1-LTR3 approximately equaled 

dLTR1-LTR2 or dLTR2-LTR3, suggesting that it had the same origin with the front eight elements. 

Although Sabot proposes that the abnormal template switching can create complex LTR 

retrotransposons insertion in genome which result in their two flanking LTRs of the set of three 
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being highly homologous (SABOT AND SCHULMAN 2007), it still can’t explain eleven complex 

retrotransposon elements. 

We thus suggest a new model that the complete LTRs homologous recombination of two 

different normal LTR retrotransposon elements of the same family before inserting the host 

genome which can explain eleven complex retrotransposon elements formation (Figure 2.A.a1). 

Two normal LTR retrotransposon elements are formed from two different normal LTR 

retrotransposons of the same family in host genome via transcription and reverse transcription. 

The LTRs are the same in each new element. Because of their LTRs having homologous in two 

elements of the same family, they can occur recombination, and then form complex LTR 

retrotransposon elements harbored three LTRs. The new complex LTR retrotransposon inserts in 

host genome and produce flanking TSDs. An important characteristic of the new insertion 

complex retrotransposon is that one of the outermost LTRs (LTR1 or LTR3) has the same 

genetic distance to the other two LTRs (LTR2, LTR3 or LTR1). 

Retrotransposons are thought to share many features with the life cycle of retroviruses 

(SABOT AND SCHULMAN 2006) (Figure 1). The retroviruses RNA is generally dimeric within the 

virus-like particle (VLP), and it either occurs before or simultaneously with packaging (BRUNEL 

et al. 2002). A LTR retrotransposon element had been shown to be dimeric in the bakers’ yeast 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae (FENG et al. 2000). The double-stranded cDNA was synthesized in the 

VLP. The VLP was ultimately localized to the nucleus and the double-stranded cDNA 

transferred into the nucleus. In this life process, dimerization and VLP provided the source and 

place for homologous recombination of retrotransposons before their integration, respectively. 

The tools of homologous recombination were generated by missing packaging. In the packaging 

process of RNA and polyprotein, we thought that recombinant proteins were packaged into the 
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VLP. Before this, there were many studies for homologous recombination of retrovirus(HU AND 

TEMIN 1990; STUHLMANN AND BERG 1992; TAUCHER et al. 2010; DELVIKS-FRANKENBERRY et al. 

2013). The two models had been proposed to understand it. The first model was proposed by 

Coffin (COFFIN 1979), it was a modified copy choice mechanism in which reverse transcriptase 

switches from one RNA template to another upon encountering breaks in the RNA stands. 

Abnormal template switching in the DNA negative-strand synthesis of reverse transcription was 

a similar mechanism with Sabot’s study in plant retrotransposons (SABOT AND SCHULMAN 2007). 

Another model was that the two RNA genomes were each reverse transcribed into 

negative-strand DNA and that single-stranded DNA branches were formed and recombine with 

homologous regions on the other cDNA in a displacement-assimilation mechanism (JUNGHANS 

et al. 1982). In recent year, recombination of retrotransposons and exogenous RNA virus had 

been identified in mammal (GEUKING et al. 2009).  

To further validate this model, we obtained 249 normal LTR retrotransposons from the 

RIREX family using the same method as before (Additional file 2). RIREX was a large family 

and contains two complex LTR retrotransposons in rice genome. These normal elements were 

named as 1~249. The LTRs of all normal elements were analyzed for their phylogenetic 

relationships. This result showed that most of the single normal element’ flanking LTRs had the 

closest phylogenetic relationship. However, they were especially in four normal elements, the 

phylogenetic relationship of single normal element’ flanking LTRs were not close relative 

(Figure 3). That was to say, in the four normal elements, the flanking LTRs of single normal 

element were from different ancestors. Further, a careful analysis of TSDs of the four normal 

elements showed that only one element did not harbor flanking TSDs. The above results are 

consistent with Devos’ study (DEVOS et al. 2002). The origin of the one element was that 
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unequal intra-strand homologous recombination between LTRs of different elements belonging 

to the same family in genome. However, in other three normal LTR retrotransposons, the 

flanking LTRs of single element came from the homologous recombination of LTRs of different 

elements belonging to the same family before inserting the host genome (Figure 2.B).  

Furthermore, the formation of four complete complex elements is still unclear. Their LTRs 

sequences were analyzed by Clustalw (THOMPSON et al. 2002). In three LTRs of the complex 

BAJIE (Chr7, 5047809 ~ 5055957), the previous section of LTR2 was the same with LTR3, but 

the rest part was highly similar with LTR1 (Additional file 3). The result showed that the origin 

of LTR2 was from LTR1 and LTR3. The similar mechanism with above eleven complex 

elements that partial LTRs homologous recombination of two new different normal LTR 

retrotransposon copies of the same family before inserting the host genome can understand the 

complex element (Figure 2.A.a2). Further, two complex GYPSY-A (Chr1, 21450438 ~ 

21463939; Chr11, 25916908 ~ 25931206) elements had a similar characteristic with above 12 

complex LTR retrotransposons (Additional file 4, 5). They had occurred homologous 

recombination before their integration, but we could not identify that complete or partial LTRs 

occurred homologous recombination. Regrettably, although these LTRs sequence had been 

analyzed (Additional file 6), the origin of RIRE3 (Chr9, 207457 ~ 228466) was still a secret. 

 

Conclusions 

Among the 63 complex elements we observe in rice, we can explain the origin of fourteen 

complex elements by the new model. Although the new mechanism that our study proposed can 

understand the formation of complex LTR retrotransposons, the origin and evolution of the 
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complex elements are still not completely clear. Further research need to be done on the complex 

LTR retrotransposons. 

 

Methods 

Mining of complex LTR retrotransposons 

The rice IRGSP/RAP genome sequences(MATSUMOTO et al. 2005) (version 7.0) were 

downloaded from http://rice.plantbiology.msu.edu. And the LTR retrotransposon sequences of 

rice were downloaded from Repbase version 18.11 (JURKA et al. 2005)to build the LTR 

retrotransposon library file that including a total of 97 pair LTRs and IRs (internal regions) 

(Additional file1). We annotated the rice genome by using LTRtype for complex LTR 

retrotransposons mining (ZENG et al. 2017). 

LTRs sequence analysis 

The LTRs sequences were aligned with Clustalw (THOMPSON et al. 2002). Then, the genetics 

distances of both LTRs were estimation using the Kimura two parameters method (KIMURA 

1980), calculated using MEGA5 (TAMURA et al. 2011). The phylogenetic relationships of LTRs 

of normal full length LTR retrotransposons were estimation using NJ method, implemented in 

MEGA5 (TAMURA et al. 2011). 

 

Additional file 
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Additional file 1 is the library of LTR retrotransposons from Repbase; and Additional file 2 is 

these LTRs sequence from 249 normal elements of RIREX family. Additional file 3, 4, 5 and 6 

are the alignment sequence about four complex LTR retrotransposons by Clustalw.  
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Figure 1: The life cycle of LTR retrotransposons. (a) LTR retrotransposons transcribe 

to mRNA from host genome. (b) The dimer is generated from mRNA. (c) The mRNA 

translates to GAG and POL (AP, RT-RNAseH, IN). (d) The virus-like particle is 

formed by the GAGs polymerizing. Meanwhile, the dimer and POL proteins are 

packaged into the virus-like particle. (e) The double-stranded cDNA is formed by 

reverse transcription. Then the virus-like particle is localized to the nucleus. (f) LTR 

retrotransposons nest into the host genome. 
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Figure 2: Two new copies have been synthesized from different normal LTR 

retrotransposons of the same family by reverse transcription. In the highly 

homologous LTRs region, two copies can be occurred recombination. A: a complex 

LTR retrotransposon and a solo LTR are formed. Then the complex LTR 

retrotransposons insert in host genome resulting in harbors flanking TSDs. B: two 

abnormal LTR retrotransposons are formed, and two LTRs are different in each 

element. Then they insert in host genome and result in harbors flanking TSDs. 
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Figure 3: Phylogenetic analysis of all normal elements’ LTRs of RIREX family. 

Solid green circle represents the element 53, solid red circle represents the element 

111 (TSDs: TTACC), solid yellow circle represents the element 119 (TSDs: 

GAC/GAA), solid blue circle represents the element 179 (TSDs: CATAG) 
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Table 1: The information of the complex LTR retrotransposons in rice genome. 

Chromosome Family Start End Direction TSDs dLTR1-LTR2 dLTR1-LTR3 dLTR2-LTR3 

Chr1 RETRO1 2180779 2193621 + GAGTG - - - 

Chr1 GYPSY-A 8641927 8654727 C CGACA 0.000316  0.000316  0.000632  

Chr1 GYPSY-A 21450438 21463939 C AGTAG 0.000295  0.000886  0.000591  

Chr10 RETRO1 6659571 6687634 C GCATT 0.000000  0.000949  0.000949  

Chr10 RIRE3 7057758 7081745 + - - - - 

Chr10 RETRO2 19312518 19325250 C GACCC - - - 

Chr11 COPIA2 1972973 1982553 C TCCCC 0.010204  0.006323  0.006780  

Chr11 RETROSAT3 2991349 3010343 + - - - - 

Chr11 RIRE3 6790958 6816256 C - - - - 

Chr11 COPIA1 9644868 9656704 C - - - - 

Chr11 RETROSAT5 10491438 10515405 C - - - - 

Chr11 GYPSY-A 25916908 25931206 + ACGGT 0.000913  0.000608  0.000304  

Chr12 RETROSAT3 11497848 11531830 + - - - - 

Chr12 RIRE3A 14804623 14822001 C - - - - 

Chr12 COPIA1 15222119 15238902 + TCATA/GCATA - - - 

Chr12 RETROSAT3 17214402 17264586 C - - - - 
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Chr12 GYPSIA 24529049 24563569 + TCTGG - - - 

Chr2 RETROSAT2 359587 380249 C TGA/GGA 0.000514  0.000514  0.000000  

Chr2 RETRO2 26588415 26603654 C CTATG - - - 

Chr2 COPIO 30027192 30041415 C - - - - 

Chr3 RETRO2 8514983 8528691 C CCTAC - - - 

Chr3 RIRE3 13488601 13512084 C AAT/AAC - - - 

Chr3 RIRE3A 18968309 18986652 C GAATC - - - 

Chr3 RIRE3A 19055043 19075638 + - - - - 

Chr4 ATLANTYS 273440 293921 + - - - - 

Chr4 RETROSAT5 2915025 2937936 C - - - - 

Chr4 ATLANTYS 5065603 5094358 C - - - - 

Chr4 RIRE3 8957801 8980731 + ATCAT - - - 

Chr4 SZ-22 9549097 9557048 + AAG/TAG 0.001366  0.001366  0.000000  

Chr4 SC-3 11804115 11811597 C AATTT 0.259817  0.019186  0.264991  

Chr4 RIRE3 11943983 11963306 + - - - - 

Chr4 ATLANTYS 12770418 12828985 + ACTTG - - - 

Chr5 RETROSAT2 3932357 3952691 + - - - - 

Chr5 GYPSY-A 4054734 4071266 C GT - - - 
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Chr5 RIRE3A 10503775 10516695 C - - - - 

Chr5 RIRE3A 11533180 11552991 + - - - - 

Chr5 RETRO2 16936294 16949886 + ATCGT - - - 

Chr6 RIREX 110489 120682 C GTG/GTA 0.046413  0.043929  0.018525  

Chr6 RIRE3A 10227940 10255521 + GTC/GCC - - - 

Chr6 RIRE3A 14675334 14706906 + AATCC - - - 

Chr6 RIRE3A 22439520 22457394 + TCTTT 0.001262  0.001263  0.001263  

Chr6 RIRE3A 29276497 29292882 C CCGGG 0.000630  0.001894  0.001894  

Chr7 RETRO2 24214 35398 + AAGTT 0.011791  0.006502  0.013765  

Chr7 BAJIE 5047809 5055957 C GCGCC 0.017356  0.035161  0.020062  

Chr7 SZ-22 12302164 12308996 C CTA/CTT - - - 

Chr7 SZ-7A 13941528 13997665 C GATGG 0.001776  0.031437  0.029536  

Chr7 GYPSY-A 14449452 14456085 C GTTAA - - - 

Chr7 COPIA2 17053816 17060057 C - - - - 

Chr8 RETROSAT2 2524262 2537871 C AAC/GAC - - - 

Chr8 RIREX 2743322 2756204 C GTGTC 0.007143  0.007143  0.000000  

Chr8 RIRE3 6897353 6917963 C ACCTT - - - 

Chr8 RIRE3 6971825 7010742 C AGTCC - - - 
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Chr8 RIRE3 12479321 12514602 C CAA - - - 

Chr8 RIRE3A 14546724 14565138 + ATTAA - - - 

Chr8 RIRE3A 17276802 17292527 C AATAG 0.000315  0.000315  0.000000  

Chr8 ATLANTYS 19960755 19993453 C GATGT 0.177215  0.014739  0.176262  

Chr9 RIRE3 207457 228466 + AGTCT 0.000634  0.001270  0.000635  

Chr9 RIRE3A 566365 584321 C GCAGG 0.000946  0.000630  0.000946  

Chr9 RETROSAT3 2518040 2531202 C GAAAC - - - 

Chr9 RIRE3 8439074 8498083 C GCTAC 0.089930  0.005149  0.092026  

Chr9 COPIA1 9232505 9246347 + GC - - - 

Chr9 RIRE3 10638377 10657164 C CCGGC - - - 

Chr9 SC-3 13220079 13251115 + AATTT/AGATTT 0.392852  0.029420  0.396838  

 

Note, “-” indicate the sequence is not available 
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